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Avoiding “Disaster of the 
Month” Syndrome 

Five Ways to Maintain Your Focus

lthough public interest in Ebola 

has waned as the media moves 

on to other issues, planning for 

pandemics should not stop. While the 

Ebola crisis is far from over and 

remains a serious world health 

concern, the hysteria in this country 

has died down and the impetus for 

planning for infectious disease 

outbreaks is waning. In a very real 

sense, Ebola has masked the true 

need for such continued planning. 

Emergency planners need to ride out 

these cyclical peaks of near hysteria 

and maintain their focus on 

substantive planning. We can’t afford 

to be only reactive; planning 

shouldn’t stop because a new “hazard 

of the month” has captured the 

attention of the public and elected 

officials. But how do we resist the 

demand to “drop everything and get 

on this?” 

Countering Perceptions 
We begin by understanding that we 

are dealing with perceptions. In the 

initial stages of an emerging threat, 

there is often very little real 

information available and people fear 

the unknown. This fear is neither 

rational nor logical, so attempting to 

overcome it with reason and facts 

doesn’t work all that well.  

Our recent experience with Ebola is a 

case in point: emergency rooms 

reported an increase in “worried well” 

patients with flu-like symptoms who 

thought they might have the disease, 

despite assurances that they were only 

at risk if they has been in West Africa. 

The anthrax scare following 9/11 is 

another: our local HAZMAT team went 

from responding to two or three events 

per month to over thirty “white 

powder” calls a day. 

You need to counter perceptions with 

perceptions. What we are perceived to 

be doing is as important as what we are 

actually doing.  

A Case Study 
During the rolling blackouts in the early 

2000’s in California, my planning team 

quickly realized that there was little risk 

to the public from these programmed 

outages. However, the public 

perception was that it was the end of 

the world as we knew it. Accidents 

would occur as stoplights failed, people 

would be trapped in elevators, looting 

would break out, etc. 

The reality, of course, was far different. 

Because of our preplanning with our 
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local utility, we knew where the blackouts 

would occur, how long they would last, and 

what critical facilities were located in the 

affected area. 

We quickly crafted a strategy that we could live 

with for each stage of alert. This strategy was 

intended to allow us to monitor for potential 

problems while minimizing our actual 

involvement. We identified a crisis team and 

relied primarily on conference calls. When a 

rolling blackout actually was initiated (the last 

of six stages), we assembled at the EOC, mainly 

to be seen actively “monitoring the situation” 

but also taking the opportunity to run some 

simple exercises and increase our interagency 

coordination. 

We also developed a standard media message 

we used at all interviews that explained the 

crisis in terms that the public could easily 

understand and provided information on what 

we were doing to our media contacts. 

The strategy allowed us to minimize our 

involvement in what was a really a non-problem 

and let us focus on our regular planning. But by 

being able to have a reasonable answer to the 

question, “what are you doing about this?” we 

both allayed public concern and won high 

marks for being proactive. 

The Lessons  
Of course, a lot of our success was recognized 

after the fact as we did our after action 

debriefing. At the time, we were just trying to 

meet public expectations at the lowest possible 

investment of resources and weren’t really 

thinking strategically. However, we soon we 

realized that we had learned some valuable 

lessons that we would replicate in future 

events. 

Here are some tips we discovered: 

1. Build on what you are already doing. My 

team in San Francisco was used to using 

conference calls to assess emerging crises. 

We had a conference bridge in place and 

pre-identified crisis teams for specific 

emergencies. We built on this for our 

blackout strategy. 

2. Keep you explanations simple. Trying to 

give the public a lengthy explanation full of 

qualifiers is confusing and creates anxiety. 

Have a clear, simple message for the media 

and follow it up as needed with written 

releases. In this case, we used the simple 

analogy of plugging too many appliances 

into a wall socket. 

3. Be honest about what you don’t know. 

People can sense when you’re being evasive 

and in this age of rapid information there is 

ample data readily available to contradict 

you. Don’t guess, be sure. Our team 

included a representative from our local 

utility company who kept us up to date. 

4. Use a credible spokesperson. If it’s a 

medical emergency, the Public Health 

Director makes a better spokesperson than 

the Fire Chief. Use a spokesperson that has 

sufficient knowledge of the emerging threat 

to be credible. 

5. Delegate as needed. If the problem falls 

squarely within an agency’s responsibilities, 

let them handle it. Don’t elevate it to an 

interagency planning level if it’s not 

necessary. Support them as needed. We let 

the police department handle all the traffic 

issues without our team’s involvement. 

When all the chickens are running around 

screaming that the sky is falling, it’s hard to 

keep focused on the fox coming under the 

fence. But this is precisely the time you need to 

keep focused. Recognize that you are dealing 

with irrational perceptions and address them 

with a minimal commitment of resources.  


